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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a multimodal approach to categorizing user posts based on their discussion topic. To integrate heterogeneous information extracted from the posts, i.e. text, visual content and the information about user interactions with the online platform, we deploy graph convolutional networks that were recently proven effective in classification tasks on knowledge graphs. As the case study we use the analysis of violent online political extremism content, a challenging task due to a particularly high semantic level at which extremist ideas are discussed. Here we demonstrate the potential of using neural networks on graphs for classifying multimedia content and, perhaps more importantly, the effectiveness of multimedia analysis techniques in aiding the domain experts performing qualitative data analysis. Our conclusions are supported by extensive experiments on a large collection of extremist posts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Rapid expansion of internet, content sharing and social networking platforms brought dramatic changes to our everyday communication, much of which is currently happening in the digital domain. Keeping in touch with the peers, sharing the ideas and obtaining information about practically anything has never been easier. And while it is hard to imagine a part of society that did not benefit from the “information revolution”, new security challenges emerged. Internet fora and social networking platforms, for example, have provided effective means for spreading the violent online political extremism content and promoting extremist ideologies. The severity of the problem has recently motivated technology giants including Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter and YouTube to launch a joint initiative for preventing the spread of extremist content [22]. However, such projects are mostly focusing on hashing and filtering known extremist multimedia items. Aiding domain experts in rigorous large-scale empirical research and comparative analysis of the online strategies different extremist groups apply requires novel tools for multimodal analysis of data from various information sources.

Similar to conventional social multimedia, the messages exchanged in “extremosphere” typically consist of text and visual content. There is an important difference though - discussions of ideological viewpoints imply a particularly high semantic level at which the messages should be analysed. For example, the domain expert from social, political or communication sciences may be interested in knowing whether a message or a user are associated with a particular topic of interest, such as scientific racism, xenophobia or neo-Nazism. Additionally, aware of the fact that their expressed viewpoints may be socially unacceptable or even in collision with the law, the users of those fora may be more careful when phrasing the messages.

In this paper we present an approach to semantic categorisation of multimedia originating from violent online extremism fora. To facilitate analysis at a high semantic level (cf. Figure 1), we perform entity linking [24] in case of text and extract semantic concepts [34] from the visual content. This choice of representation produces the labels that are easily interpretable by the analyst, which makes entity linking preferable to the popular alternatives such as topic modelling [4]. Additionally, linking entities to a knowledge base like Wikipedia provides an additional context for the discussion and makes analysing messages easier. We further conjecture that the user preferences may be a good predictor of the post category and for that reason in our model we also include information about user interactions with the forum.

Graph-based approaches to multimedia information retrieval are famed for their ability to uncover hidden relations between multimedia items. However, their wider adoption is hindered by, amongst other things, the challenges associated with appropriate weighting of different modalities [8, 30]. Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) were recently introduced as a new technique with potential of using neural networks on graphs for classifying multimedia items. Here we investigate the potential of GCNs [15] for analysing content-rich multimedia collections. As the input into GCN we use...
While the primarily focus of multimedia and computer vision communities traditionally rarely went beyond the semantic level of concepts [16], actions [33] and events [13], in the recent years facilitating multimedia information retrieval at a higher semantic level started gaining popularity. For example, Rudinac et al. utilize spoken content and semantic concept detection for video search based on semantic themes, such as politics, science, archaeology and cultural identity [31]. The authors expand topical queries using multiple query expansion techniques and use query performance prediction to identify the best results list. In [36] the authors propose an approach for organising video search results into hierarchies for easier topic-based exploration. For that they match extracted named entities (i.e. personages and locations) to the Wikipedia hierarchy, which is further adapted to the properties of retrieved videos. Another group of approaches successfully adapt proven semantic analysis techniques from the information retrieval domain, such as LDA [4], Word2vec [20] and DocNADE [17] for use with multimodal content. In the early examples [2, 28], the conventional LDA was adapted to jointly learn distribution of textual and visual clues for image/video annotation. Although the labels were defined at the level of semantic concepts, we mention them here because we believe that such approaches could be extended to multimedia categorisation at the level of semantic themes. More recently Kottur et al. extended Word2vec to learn visually-grounded word embeddings, while Zheng et al. introduced a multi-modal topic-modelling approach [39] based on DocNADE. Finally, in another interesting work Qian et al. proposed a multimodal approach for topic opinion mining from social multimedia streams [29]. Again, although not directly relevant to our approach, we mention it here due to a particularly high semantic level at which the relevance criteria are defined. To the best of our knowledge, so far there have been no works on categorizing multimedia at the level of extremist or fine-grained political ideologies in general.

**Graph-based approaches to multimedia analysis**

The effectiveness of graph-based approaches for uncovering hidden relations between multimedia items was time and again proven in multimedia and computer vision communities. An early example is the approach proposed by Pan et al., which jointly models regions automatically segmented from an image and the image-level annotations [27]. To determine affinities between nodes in the graph, random walk with restarts is applied, which gained a wider popularity as an integral part of PageRank algorithm [25]. The approach performed well in image auto-captioning (i.e. tag propagation) and finding correlations between different modalities. Clements et al. utilize a similar graph topology for content recommendation and personalised search in social media collections [8]. The authors stress importance of modality weighting and investigate optimal edge weights for different information access tasks. Similarly, Rudinac et al. deploy such multi-layer graph, integrating text, visual and user modalities for visual summarization of geographic areas [30]. The authors further make an attempt to automatically determine modality-dependent edge weights. Although the above-mentioned methods...
approaches managed to push forward state of the art in different multimedia information retrieval tasks, scalability and modality-dependent edge weighting in content-rich multimedia collections remain a serious challenge.

More recently, Schinas et al. proposed a graph-based approach to event detection and summarization in large social media collections [32]. A sliding time window is used to select a small subset of candidate images and construct a multi-modal graph representing their relations in different modalities. Finally, clustering is applied for event detection and tracking. Following a different approach, Yoshida et al. apply circular propagation [37] to combine graphs constructed separately from text and visual content and use it for video search reranking [38]. Another large family of approaches, successfully deploys hypergraphs for modality fusion in various applications, such as music recommendation [7], image retrieval [40] and visual summarization [35].

Despite their revolutionary impact on the approaches for extracting semantics from text [20] and visual content [16], deep convolutional networks have yet to find their way into content-rich graphs typical for multimedia applications. However, recent progress in the field gives promise that this may change. Namely, Duvenaud et al. introduce a neural network with a convolutional-like propagation rule that operates directly on graphs and successfully deploy it for molecular fingerprinting [11]. Similarly, spectral graph convolutional neural networks, originally proposed in [6] and extended in [9] were proven effective in classification of handwritten digits and news texts. Finally, Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) proposed by Kipf et al. demonstrated a good performance on large knowledge and citation graphs [15] and we believe that the concept could be applied to multimedia graphs too.

3 APPROACH

Given a multimodal post, our goal is to assign it to one of the predefined categories. We implement the classifier using a graph convolutional network, which takes as input an adjacency matrix of the graph, encoding the relations between the posts as well as the features of the individual posts (graph nodes). Our framework assumes that the labels (categories) are known for only certain number of posts. The output of the classifier are the predicted categories of the posts. The pipeline of our classification approach is illustrated in Figure 2 and consists of the following steps: (1) Content representation, (2) k-nearest neighbour computation, (3) graph construction and (4) classification with graph convolutional networks. Below we describe each step in turn.

3.1 Content representation

We conjecture that the useful clues about category of the post may be extracted from its text, visual content and the information about user interactions with the forum. For that reason, next to extracting standard text features (i.e., term frequencies), for each post we apply the following analyses.

3.1.1 Semantic Concept Detection. For each image in the collection we extract 346 TRECVID semantic concepts following a

![Figure 2: Pipeline of our classification approach.](image-url)
locations. To replicate the process and facilitate semantic analysis on a much larger scale, we resort to semantic linking, where the idea is to link the text to an external knowledge base such as Wikipedia [21]. Compared to the alternatives, such as topic modeling [4], the results of semantic linking are normally easier to interpret and provide additional context for the analysed text. We link text of the Stormfront posts to English Wikipedia articles using Semanticizer [23] that was proven effective in entity linking on microblogs and conversational speech [19, 24]. The process resulted in 65,240 entities (i.e. Wikipedia articles), of which 24,929 appear only once.

3.1.3 User Relations. Stormfront platform does not support explicit friendship or follower-followee relations commonly seen in conventional social networks. Therefore, similar to [30], we model user relationships based on their topical preferences. To that end, as a measure of similarity between two users we use a relative number of messages they posted to the same forum thread (sub-category). Feature vector representing a particular user then consists of the similarities with the other users.

3.2 K-Nearest Neighbour Computation

Once the features are extracted, we proceed by computing k-nearest neighbours for each post across different modalities. Given a large dimensionality of feature vectors (e.g., 65,240 in case of entities), before k-NN computation we apply principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce them. With the exception of TRECVID concepts, our features are very sparse, which makes reduction to a small number of components reasonable.

3.3 Graph Construction and Input Features

Adding an edge between each pair of nodes for every modality would be one way to construct the graph. To that end, related work in multimedia community explored both “multi-layer” [26, 30] and multi-edge [18] graphs. However, the size of our dataset would yield prohibitively large, dense adjacency matrices. For that reason, we introduce an edge between a node and it’s k-nearest neighbours in each modality. In our first experiment with the graph convolutional networks we choose not to apply separate weights for the modalities. Further, we perform an early fusion by concatenating feature vectors, reduced as described in Section 3.2 and feed them as an input into the GCN. In Section 5.2 we evaluate contribution of each modality to the classification performance.

3.4 Classification With GCN

To classify the posts, we make use of a two-layer GCN architecture described in detail in [15]. For improved readability, here we explain the most important properties. The forward model is given as follows:

\[ Z = f(X, A) = \text{softmax}(\tilde{A} \text{ReLU}(\tilde{A}XW^{(0)})W^{(1)}) \]  

In Equation 1 \( \tilde{A} = \tilde{D}^{-\frac{1}{2}} \tilde{A} \tilde{D}^{-\frac{1}{2}} \), \( \tilde{A} = A + I_N \) is the adjacency matrix of the graph with added self connections and \( I_N \) is the identity matrix. Further, \( \tilde{D}_{ij} = \sum_j \tilde{A}_{ij} \) and \( \text{ReLU}(\cdot) = \max(0, \cdot) \) is a rectified linear unit. Finally, \( W^{(0)} \) and \( W^{(1)} \) are the layer-specific neural network weights trained using gradient descent.

The GCN is implemented in TensorFlow [1] and has a linear complexity with regard to the number of edges. As the default we use cross-entropy error over all labelled examples. However, our experiments show that a significant dis-balance between the number of posts in each category, reflects in a strong bias towards the majority classes. For that reason in Section 5 we experiment with custom loss functions applying class-specific weighting.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1 Data Collection

As the testbed for the study we use Stormfront, a white nationalist, white supremacist and neo-Nazi Internet forum. The forum contains 40 high-level categories, indicating topics of discussion, ranging from “Politics & Continuing Crises”, “Strategy and Tactics” and “Ideology and Philosophy” to the topics relevant to national chapters, e.g. “Stormfront en Français” and “Stormfront en Español y Portugués”. We systematically crawled user posts from different sub-fora, typically consisting of text messages and images. The initial collection consisted of more than 2 million user posts and 87,000 images associated with them. The inspection of the initial collection revealed that more than 800,000 posts belonged to a generic “Opposing Views” category (sub-forum), while the “Guidelines for Posting” category contained only a single message. After removing these two categories, for the classification experiments we arrived at the collection of more than 1.2 million posts.

Further, Stormfront users can upload a small avatar image and typically larger profile picture. Although they do not have the same size, avatar is often a smaller, possibly cropped version of profile picture. We collected all avatars and profile pictures hosted on Stormfront, together with a basic information about the users. The resulting dataset contains more than 26,000 avatars and 21,000 profile pictures, with approximately 10,000 users having both. Despite their relatively small size, which makes identifying depicted semantic concepts a challenging task even for the humans, after a qualitative analysis of the collection and based on related work in the field, we chose to use only avatars for the study, as they may better capture personality and preferences of the users.

4.2 GCN Settings

As discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3, we reduce computational complexity by applying several dimensionality reduction techniques. First, we apply PCA to reduce entity, term frequency and user features to 64 components. Given the lower dimensionality of semantic concept vectors, we conjecture that a lower number of principal components would suffice, so we reduce them to 32. When creating the graph, we introduce edges between a node and its 5 nearest neighbours computed independently using cosine similarity for each feature type. For the testing we use roughly 10% of data, 1% for validation and the rest for training. To mitigate the effect of a high imbalance between the number of items per category, we modify the cross-entropy loss such that the contribution of each class is reflected equally. We set the learning rate to 0.1 and train for 200 epochs with early stopping using Adam optimizer [14].
Table 1: Performance of different variants of our classification approach and the baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>0.2067</td>
<td>0.2136</td>
<td>0.2374</td>
<td>0.1593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN-T</td>
<td>0.2351</td>
<td>0.2615</td>
<td>0.2923</td>
<td>0.1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN-TE</td>
<td>0.2419</td>
<td>0.2629</td>
<td>0.2894</td>
<td>0.1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN-TB</td>
<td>0.2473</td>
<td>0.2635</td>
<td>0.2905</td>
<td>0.2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN-TU</td>
<td>0.2717</td>
<td>0.3344</td>
<td>0.3560</td>
<td>0.2421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN-TECU</td>
<td>0.2766</td>
<td>0.3226</td>
<td>0.3440</td>
<td>0.2362</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach we conduct a set of experiments organised around the following questions:

1. Can GCNs be deployed for semantically challenging classification tasks in content-rich multimedia collections?
2. What is the added value of text, visual and user modalities for discriminating between posts based on their category?
3. Can multimedia information retrieval techniques aid qualitative research of political extremism content?

5.1 General Classification Performance

In this section we evaluate overall performance of our multi-class classifier. Table 1 shows the results for the algorithm variant named GCN-TECU, in which all features are used for both creation of the adjacency matrix and as an input into the network. Similar to [15], as the baseline we use multi-layer perceptron (MLP). To get a better insight into the properties of compared approaches, next to accuracy, which is the metric used in the original paper introducing the GCNs, we report precision, recall and F1 measure as well. Our proposed approach clearly outperforms baseline by a significant margin with regard to all four metrics.

To dissect per-class performance, in Figure 3 we show confusion matrix yielded by our GCN-TECU approach. As discussed in Section 4.2, we intentionally choose a setting which minimizes bias towards large, general and uninformative categories such as “General Questions and Comments”. We observe that our approach is particularly good at classifying posts exchanged within national chapters of Stormfront, such as France, Spain and Portugal and Italy. This is somewhat expected, as the national chapters are characterised by a certain number of topics, more frequent use of national (i.e. non-English) language, and a closed group of users discussing the matters of regional relevance. Confusion matrix further reveals that the miss-classifications are in many cases meaningful. For example, the posts from the sub-forum “Stormfront Srbija” are often miss-classified as belonging to “Stormfront Hungary” - a neighbouring country’s chapter, “Stormfront Russia” - possibly due to Slavic, Orthodox and historic ties, “Stormfront Croatia” - due to mutually intelligible languages and complex relations in the recent history, and “Stormfront Europe”. The categories “Politics and Continuing Crises” and “Ideology and Philosophy”, facilitating similar types of ideological discussions seem to be frequently confused. Finally, the category “For Stormfront Ladies Only” focusing on the issues of relevance for female members and unique with regard to demographics and the topics being discussed, belongs to the categories recognised with an above average accuracy. The category is further frequently confused with “Dating Advice”, characterised by related discussion topics and user demographics. On the example of this category in Section 5.3 we showcase the use of multimedia analytics in performing the qualitative analysis.

5.2 Modality Analysis

We further investigate contribution of individual modalities to the performance of our classification approach. In the experiments we vary the features used for creating the adjacency matrix, but use them all as features of the nodes input into the network. Since most posts contain some text, we use term frequencies as a basis for
building the adjacency matrix, a setting which we denote as GCN-T. Then, we add entities (GCN-TE), semantic concepts (GCN-TC) and user features (GCN-TU). The results shown in Table 1 suggest that using a graph leads to a significant performance improvement as compared to MLP. Adding the semantic features further improves performance with regard to most considered metrics. The GCN-TC consistently outperforms GCN-TE, probably due to visual content encoding complementary information to text. Additionally, although the domain experts find them invaluable when exploring multimedia collections (cf. Figure 5), the entities are relatively sparse due to the fact that majority of posts are relatively short and characterized by the use of informal language. Utilizing user features (GCN-TU) in the creation of adjacency matrix yields a massive performance boost, which is consistent with related work on conventional graph-based approaches [30]. This is not surprising as the users normally have a limited set of interests, which makes information extracted from their profile a powerful predictor. We observe that the use of all features in creation of the adjacency matrix (i.e. GCN-TECU) improves performance of GCN-TU with regard to precision but even deteriorates it according to the other.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix of our GCN-TECU approach.

Figure 4: Example avatars selected by the users contributing to the "For Stormfront Ladies Only" sub-forum (top row) and the general Stormfront population (bottom row).
We first investigate which semantic concepts are more commonly avatars of all other users is shown in Table 2. The results clearly posting to the “For Stormfront Ladies Only” sub-forum and the their importance in discriminating between the avatars of users concepts related to pets, female face close-ups, feminine clothing, in general Stormfront population. The examples include semantic femininity are more prominent within the “Ladies” sub-forum than suggest that the semantic concepts traditionally associated with the 5.3 Concept and Entity Importance In this experiment we show-case viability of our chosen features, in right-wing extremist networks. For that purpose, we split all users that posted at least once to the mentioned category/sub-forum into two classes, the first containing avatars of in case of limited computational resources, user modality should be the other fora on Stormfront. The particular question came from the second containing the avatars of all other users. The experiments conducted on a realistic collection and centred around research questions raised by the domain experts demonstrate the effectiveness of our classification approach in discriminating between user posts based on the ideas they convey. We further analysed usefulness of text, visual and user modalities for multimedia classification based on the relevance criteria specified at a particularly high semantic level. The results confirm the merit of multimodal approach and suggest that in case of limited computational resources, user modality should be preferred together with simple term frequency features. Finally, on an example case study we demonstrated that multimedia analysis techniques may be a valuable asset to domain experts performing qualitative analysis of violent online political extremism.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper we investigated the potential of graph convolutional networks for classification tasks in content-rich multimedia collections. As a test bed for our study we use the analysis of violent online political extremism content. The experiments conducted on a realistic collection and centred around research questions raised by the domain experts demonstrate the effectiveness of our classification approach in discriminating between user posts based on the ideas they convey. We further analysed usefulness of text, visual and user modalities for multimedia classification based on the relevance criteria specified at a particularly high semantic level. The results confirm the merit of multimodal approach and suggest that in case of limited computational resources, user modality should be preferred together with simple term frequency features. Finally, on an example case study we demonstrated that multimedia analysis techniques may be a valuable asset to domain experts performing qualitative analysis of violent online political extremism.

metrics. This is likely due to semantically related messages being posted to different categories. Therefore, we do not consider it necessarily as a drawback, rather but a useful property that could help analyst estimate seriousness of a potential threat.

5.3 Concept and Entity Importance

In this experiment we show-case viability of our chosen features, i.e. semantic concepts and the entities, for aiding the domain expert in comparative analysis of extremism content. We aim at identifying the properties of avatars specific of a particular user category. We first investigate which semantic concepts are more commonly appearing in “For Stormfront Ladies Only” forum as compared to the other fora on Stormfront. The particular question came from the domain experts investigating the role and portrayal of women in right-wing extremist networks. For that purpose, we split the collection of avatars into two classes, the first containing avatars of all users that posted at least once to the mentioned category/sub-forum and the second containing the avatars of all other users. Several examples of both categories are shown in Figure 4. We further train an extra-trees classifier [12] to evaluate the importance of each semantic concept for discriminating between the two avatar categories.

The list of top-ranked TRECVID semantic concepts, sorted by their importance in discriminating between the avatars of users posting to the “For Stormfront Ladies Only” sub-forum and the avatars of all other users is shown in Table 2. The results clearly suggest that the semantic concepts traditionally associated with the femininity are more prominent within the “Ladies” sub-forum than in general Stormfront population. The examples include semantic concepts related to pets, female face close-ups, feminine clothing, flowers, babies and infants. The conclusions were confirmed by the colleagues/project partners from the social sciences fields. To facilitate easier exploration of the collections and verify the results, we index the data in an aggregated search system Comerda [5], shown in Figure 5.

We repeat the experiment using the entities as features. The results shown in Table 3 suggest that the topics discriminating “Ladies” sub-forum from the general Stormfront population include a mix of racial subjects, references to music, television and vacation spots, as well as the references to medical and cosmetic treatments and slang terms for women. Apparent is also a relative absence of political topics underlying a significant portion of discussions amongst general forum population.

Figure 5: Screenshot of the aggregated search system used to explore the collections and verify the results.


